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Park at Park Avenue in Arches National Park and start walking southwest along the road.
After a couple hundred feet you’ll see a faint trail cutting off to the west, toward what
looks like a ramp going up the cliff in the corner of the cliff band.

Once you get to the ramp, go up it. There are some short, easy scrambling sections but
nothing too difficult or dangerous. When you emerge on top of the ramp, look east and you’ll
see a round sandstone dome (dome 1). Go around this dome on its left side (as you’re looking 
at it) and then go around a second dome (dome 2) in the same manner. 

U-Turn Canyon proper starts right after this. Locate the start of the canyon using the beta
photo. Head down the shallow canyon and you’ll come to the first rappel.

Rappel #1 - A very short rap from a single bolt (under a boulder) with a ring on it. This rappel can be 
downclimbed. Soon after rappel number one and a little bit more hiking you’ll come to the second rappel.

Rappel #2 - A little longer than the last one, but still pretty short. It’s about a 10-12 foot drop. 
Loop your rope around the obvious, worn boulder (not recommended) or put a bolt hanger on a 
hangerless bolt and rappel from that. You can jump down this rappel into soft-ish sand at the bottom, 
but it might be a bit rough on your knees. Though I didn’t really see or look for them, there are 
apparently a couple bolts behind some rocks/boulders up a ways to the left of the rappel (as you’re 
looking down the canyon).

Keep descending and cut over to your left. I 
believe you’ll need to sling a boulder for rappel #3 
(I just downclimbed and it was pretty easy). It’s a 
low-angled, 50-foot rappel. At the bottom of 
rappel or downclimb #3, you’ll be on the same level 
as Wile E. Coyote rock. It’s a few hundred 
feet to the northeast and is worth the short side 
excursion. 

Rappel #4 (70 ft; has a 2-bolt anchor) is located 
next to a large boulder near the lip of a dropoff. 
Its approximate location is marked on the map. 
This rappel is significantly longer than all the 
others and is not downclimbable.

Once you’re down, stay on the right side of the 
draw (heading northeast). You’ll soon emerge into 
Park Avenue and will be able to see the parking 
lot. Continue south to make it back to the parking 
lot. It only takes about 10 minutes to get back to 
your car after the last rappel.
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